Launching of the 2nd Gen. SpeechWare TwistMike® in LegalTech 2017
The longest and most flexible microphone with four (4) positioning styles
https://www.tablemike.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Launching-of-the-SpeechWare-TwistMike-in-LegalTech-2017.pdf

New York, 29/01 January 2017
SpeechWare and its exclusive US distributor, SR Microphones jointly announces the
availability of the new second-generation TwistMike® - UTSM. AVAILABILITY in 45 days.




https://www.tablemike.com/twistmike/
http://www.srmicrophones.com/item.asp?i=370399
https://youtu.be/EG0tf28N9mE

Following the success of the award-winning TableMike series, chosen as the “Best
microphone” in its category by the American leading computer magazine MacWorld and others
(http://www.macworld.com/article/1167380/usb_6_in_1_tablemike_great_for_mac_speech_rec
ognition.html), the second-generation TwistMike features the SAME highly sensitive and
unidirectional capsule of the TableMike inside an extremely 30" or 75 cm long, thin (7 mm) but
at the same time:
- stiffer, lightweight and easy to bendable microphone boom,
- attached to a detachable mini XLR 3.5 mm golden plated jack in order to eventually
connect the TwistMike to our award-winning TableMikes
- and a detachable and heavier clamp, for better stability when used as a desktop
microphone.
Besides, the clamp has now a special shape to fit not only on flat surfaces, but also to
wheelchairs and tubes, which has been a constant request from first-generation users…

Due to the aforementioned unique features, the TwistMike will provide an outstanding longrange and effective dictation distance up to 1.5 m with Dragon NaturallySpeaking v. 15 (!)
when it is connected to the acoustically matched SpeechWare USB MultiAdapter running under
Green LED or mode.
The special detachable clamp, as well as the lightness and flexibility of the boom, allow also to
wear the microphone around the neck, as well as to wind it on top of any flat surface or table, as
shown in the following pictures:

The TwistMike package comes bundled with:
- the special detachable clamp to attach the microphone to any table up to 9 cm thick
- the detachable cable with a professional mini-XLR audio connector, compatible with
the TableMikes
- the windscreen.

Advantages of the TwistMike
 Four working modes: (1) attached to a table (with the clamp), (2) winded on top of any flat
surface, (3) around the shoulders (without the clamp) and (4) attached to a TableMike base
 Highly sensitive unidirectional cardiod microphone capsule, the same as the award-winning
TableMikes
 Outstanding voice pick up directionality, which is essential for speech recognition accuracy
 Extremely long (30" or 75 cm), thin (6 mm), lightweight and easy to bend microphone
boom, attached to a standard 3.5 mm golden plated jack and special detachable clamp
 Ideal complement for existing SpeechWare USB MultiAdapter owners, providing them with
identical performance as the award-winning TableMike models
 Ideal optional and much longer boom for any TableMike users, thanks to the compatible and
detachable mini XLR connector.
Further commercial information about the TwistMike – UTSM
UPC-A Code: 718179630309
EAN 13 Code: 0718179630309
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